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Series representations are obtained for the entire class of measurable, second 
order stochastic processes defined on any interval of the real line. They include 
as particular cases all earlier representations; they suggest a notion of “smooth- 
ness” that generalizes well-known continuity notions; and they decompose 
the stochastic process into two orthogonal parts, the smooth part and a strongly 
discontinuous part. Also linear operations on measurable, second order 
processes are studied; it is shown that all “smooth” linear operations on a 
process, and, in particular, all linear operations on a “smooth” process, can be 
approximated arbitrarily closely by linear operations on the sample paths of 
the process. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Series and integral representations of stochastic processes provide a powerful 
tool in the study of structural properties of the processes as well as in the 
analysis of a number of problems in statistical communication theory and 
stochastic systems. The well-known Karhunen-Loeve representation [6, 
p. 4781 applies to mean square continuous processes defined on compact 
intervals of the real line. Representations valid over the entire real line have 
been obtained for subclasses of mean square continuous processes, the wide 
sense stationary processes [7] and the harmonizable processes [2]. In an 
attempt to relax both kinds of restrictive assumptions, series representations 
valid on any interval are obtained in [3] for the class of weakly continuous 
processes. In Section 2, two series representations are given in Theorems 1 
and 3 for the entire class of measurable, second order stochastic processes, 
valid on any interval of the real line. Even though these representations are 
not unique, they have some interesting invariant properties. For instance, it is 
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shown in Theorem 2 that they provide a unique decomposition of every 
second order process into two orthogonal parts, one of which can be con- 
sidered as being the “smooth” part of the process. This smooth part, as 
expressed in the representation of Theorem 1, can be obtained explicitly in a 
straightforward way, while in the representation of Theorem 3 it is expressed 
in terms of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions that may be difficult to find 
explicitly. As a corollary to these representations, a general representation 
is given in Theorem 5 for a class of measurable, symmetric, nonnegative 
definite kernels on any square of the plane, which generalizes the well- 
known Mercer’s theorem. 
In Section 3, two kinds of linear operations on a second order stochastic 
process are considered, the first defined in the stochastic mean, and the second 
defined on the sample paths of the process. It is shown in Theorem 9 that all 
“smooth” linear operations of the first kind can be approximated arbitrarily 
closely in the stochastic mean by linear operations of the second kind. 
These basic results presented in Sections 2 and 3 can be used in obtaining 
a general, explicit solution to linear, mean square “signal” or “system” 
estimation problems (including additive and/or multiplicative noise problems, 
stochastic system identification problems, etc.) and also in providing some 
new insight into the problem of discrimination between two stochastic 
processes, both in the Gaussian and the non-Gaussian case. These applications 
will be given in a subsequent paper. 
The results presented in this paper are stated and discussed in Sections 2 
and 3 and their proofs are given in Section 4. 
2. REPRESENTATION OF STOCHASTIC PROCESSES OF SECOND ORDER 
The following notation and assumptions will be used throughout this 
paper: 
(I). {x(4 w), t E q is a measurable, second order stochastic process 
defined on the probability space (Q, $, P), with T any interval of the real 
line, open or closed, bounded or unbounded. rs(t, s) is the autocorrelation 
function of x(t, W) and H(x) denotes the subspace of L,(Q, .F, P) spanned 
by the random variables {x(t, w), t E T}. 
(II). p is any measure on (Z’, a(T)) (g(T) is the o-algebra of Lebesgue 
measurable subsets of T) which is equivalent to the Lebesgue measure (i.e., 
mutually absolutely continuous) and satisfies 
s r&, q &(t) < + a. (2.1) T 
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That such measures p exist follows from the following particular choice [3]: 
Define ,u,, on (Z’, 9?(T)) by [&,/dLeb] (t) =f(t)g(t), where g(t) > 0 a.e. 
[Leb] on T, g EL,( T, 9(T), Leb) and f(t) = 1 for 0 < rz(t, t) < 1 and 
f(t) = ~,“(t, t) for I < r%(t) t). It is clear that p0 satisfies (2.1), p0 N Leb 
and p0 is finite. {fic(t)>& is any complete set in L,(p) = L,(T, g(T), p). A 
way to find explicitly such complete sets is presented in [I], from which it is 
clear that the f,(t)% can be chosen to be continuous functions on T. 
(III). The random variables {Q(cIJ)}& are defined by 
7kkJ) =J, et w)fk*(t) 44) (2.2) 
almost surely and are of second order as it is easily seen from (2.1). 
H(x, {f& , p) denotes the subspace of La@?, 9, P) spanned by the random 
variables {7k(~))L . {S&J)I~~~ are the random variables derived from 
{Q(W))& by the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure: 
We then have 
Sk(W) = $ CkPh). 
j=l 
(2.3) 
where 
IkW = i &xt). 
j=l 
We always have H(x, {fk}k , I”) C H(x) [3, Theorem 31 (see also Theorem 6) 
and if x(t, W) is weakly continuous equality holds [3, Theorem 41. The fol- 
lowing two theorems establish the properties of H(x, {f& , p) as a subspace 
of H(X) and its consequences in representing x(t, w). 
THEOREM 1. Every measurable, second order stochastic process 
{x(t, w), t E T) admits the representation 
& w) = f a,(t) Ck,(w) + 7.4, W) 
k-l 
(2.4) 
for all t E Tin the stochastic mean. The orthonormal random variables (l&(w)}& 
are given by (2.3) and the time functions (a,(t)}~Sl by 
ak(t) = 
s 
Y& s) gkb) 444 (2.5) 
T 
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for all t E T. r2(t, s) admits the representation 
for all t, s E T, where the convergence of the series is absolute in t and s on 
T x T, and rw(t, s) is the autocorrelation function of w(t, OJ). The stochastic 
process (w(t, w), t E T} has the following properties: 
(i) If H( ) . th w 2s e su b space of L,(O, 9, P) spanned by the random variables 
{w(t, w), t E T}, then 
f44 = wx, {fkhc > P) 0 w4 (2.7) 
(ii) E[j w(t, w)j2J = r,(t, t) = 0 a.e. [Leb] on T. 
THEOREM 2. H(x, {f&c , P) is independent of the measure TV satisfying (II) 
and of the complete set {fk}k in L2(p). Hence, denote H(x, {f& , P) by H(x, 
smooth). 
It is clear from Theorem 2 that the decomposition of x(t, CO) into two 
orthogonal terms given in (2.4) is unique. However, the representation of the 
first term in this decomposition by the series C,“=, as(t) J&(W) depends clearly 
on the choice of TV and {fk}k . F or a particular choice of a complete set {fk}k 
in L&J) we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let {+k(t));P=I and (h,}& be the corresponding eigenfunctions 
and nonxero eigenvalues of the integral type operator on L&L) with kernel 
r&t, s). Then 
f+, &Jk , CL) = Wx, smooth) (2.8) 
i.e., the random variables {&(w)>& de$ned by 
&h) = /,x(4 w) h*(t) G(t) a.s. (2.9) 
are complete in H(x, smooth). Also, if {+K(t)};Z)=l are the versions of the eigen- 
functions which are defined for all t E T by 
then x(t, W) admits the representation 
x(t, w) = f Mt) &cbJ) + 44 WI 
li=l 
(2.11) 
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for all t E T in the stochastic mean, and w(t, w) is as in Theorem 1. Also 
(2.12) 
for all t, s E T, where the convergence of the series is absolute in t and s on T x T. 
Because of Theorem 2, (2.7) is written as 
H(x) = H(x, smooth) @ H(w). (2.13) 
It is clear from (ii) of Theorem 1 that H(w) depends on the random variables 
of tie process x(t, W) on a zero Lebesgue measure subset of T. On the other 
hand, H(x, smooth) represents the “smooth” part of the process x(t, W) 
in a sense that is made precise in the next section. In general, both subspaces 
H(x, smooth) and H(w) appear in (2.13). It is, therefore, interesting to 
characterize the stochastic processes for which we have H(x) = H(x, smooth) 
or H(x) = H(w). This is done in the following theorem. Let us denote by 
RKHS(r,) the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of r&t, s). Every function 
in RKHS(r,) is of the form f (t) = E[&x*(t)] for all t E T and some 4 E H(x), 
and the correspondence 6 ++f is an isomorphism between H(x) and RKHS(r,) 
[S, Theorem 5D]. 
THEOREM 4. (1) The following are equivalent: 
(1.1) H(x) = 23(x, smooth). 
(1.2) Iffe RKHS(r,) and f(t) = 0 a.e. [Leb] on T, then f(t) = 0 
for all t E T. 
(1.3) r%(t, s) = C,“=, ~,~,(t)~k*(~) for all t, s E T, where the +,‘s are 
given by (2.10). 
(1.4) r,(t, s) = ~~=, +(t) ak*(s) for all t, s E T, where the ais are 
given by (2.5). 
(2) The following are equivalent: 
(2.1) H(x) = H(w). 
(2.2) There is a set T,, E 9’(T) with Leb(T,,) = 0 such that if 
f E RKHS(r,) then f (t) = 0 fur all t E T - T, . 
(2.3) There is a set To Ed with Leb(T,,) = 0 such that rz(t, t) = 0 
for all t E T - T, . 
The process x(t, w) will be called “smooth” if it satisfies any of the condi- 
tions in Theorem 4.(l). Note that the weak continuity of x(t, W) is equiv- 
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alent to the continuity of all functions in RKHS(r,) [8, Theorem 5E]. Since 
condition (1.2) requires only those functions in RKHS(r,) which are equal to 
zero almost everywhere to be continuous, it is clear that the smoothness of 
x(t, w) in the sense of Theorem 4.( 1) is a weaker condition than the weak, and 
therefore the mean square, continuity of x(t, w). It is also clear by Theorem 
4.(2) that H(w) contains a strongly discontinuous part of x(t, w). 
It should be remarked that if the stochastic process {x(t, w), t E 7’) is 
smooth and T’ is a subinterval of T, then the process (x(t, w), t E T’} is not 
necessarily smooth. This follows from the following example. Let 
(x(1, w), t E (0, u)> be a mean square continuous measurable process such that 
for some 0 < b < a, H(x, b) is strictly smaller than H(x, a), where H(x, r) 
denotes the subspace spanned by the random variables {x(t, w), t E (0, T)}; 
this is true for every b E (0, u) if x is the Wiener process, for instance. Then 
there exists t, E (6, a) such x(to , W) qi H(x, b). Define now a process 
{r(t, w), t E (0>4 as equal to x(t, w) on ((0, 7s) U (T,, , u)} x Q and to 
x(to , W) on {us} x Q, for some 7s E (0, b). Then y is clearly a measurable 
second order process. Now {y(t, w), t E (0, a)} is smooth since 
WY, 4 = f+, 4, H(y, a, smooth) = H(x, a, smooth) 
and (x(t, w), t E (0, u)} is smooth. However, (y(t, w), t E (0, b)} is not smooth 
since 
H(y, b, smooth) = H(x, b) and Y(To P w) = x(to > WI 6 fe, b). 
Let us note that if x(t, W) is smooth in the sense of Theorem 4.( 1) then, as it 
is seen from Theorem 2, (2.3), (2.5) and from (2.8)-(2.10), the sets 
and {A’,‘“+,*(t)}F==, 
determined by (2.5) and (2.10) are orthonormal and complete in RKHS(r,). 
A useful criterion for x(t, W) to be Gaussian is obtained as a straight- 
forward consequence of Theorem 2 and the closure property of Gaussian 
families of random variables with respect to limits in the stochastic mean. 
COROLLARY 1. If x(t, W) is smooth in the sense that it satisfies any of the 
conditions in Theorem 4.(l), then it is Guussiun if and only if for some complete 
set (fk(t))& in L,(,u) the fumiZy of random variables {~k(~)}~~l dejined by (2.2) 
is Gaussian. 
We lastly remark that the stochastic process representations obtained in 
Theorems 1 and 3 imply the following general result about kernel representa- 
tion. 
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THEOREM 5. Every measurable, symmetric, nonnegative definite kernel 
r(t, s) on T x T, which is the autocorrelation of a measurable stochastic process, 
admits the representations (2.6) and (2.12). If r(x, t) is weakly continuous, or 
continuous, on T x T, then the representations (1.3) and (1.4) of Theorem 4 
hold, where the convergence is absolute for all t, s E T and uniform on T’ x T’ 
for any compact subset T’ of T. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for r(t, s) to be weakly continuous are 
given in [S, Theorem 2E]. The uniformity of the convergence of (1.3) and 
(1.4) of Theorem 4 on compact subsets T’ of T is shown easily by using the 
continuity of the &‘s as defined by (2.10) f or all t E T, which in turn follows 
from the weak continuity of r(t, s). The last statement in Theorem 5 includes, 
as a particular case, Mercer’s theorem, for which it provides an alternative 
proof. In this sense, Theorem 5 can be considered as a generalization of 
Mercer’s theorem. It should be emphasized that the representations (2.6) 
and (2.12) are not trivial, As is obvious from r(t, s) ~La(p x CL), (1.3) and 
(1.4) of Theorem 4 hold a.e. [Leb x Leb] on T x T; the significance of (2.6) 
and (2.12) lies in the implication that (1.3) and (1.4) of Theorem 4 hold 
on (T - T,,) x (T - T,,), with Leb( T,,) = 0. 
The results of this section are stated for T an interval. However, a careful 
examination of their proofs reveals that they remain true for T any Lebesgue 
measurable set of the real line. In order for the weak, and therefore the mean 
square, continuity of the process to imply that it is smooth, it suffices that T 
be any Lebesgue measurable set such that no subset of T open relative to T 
has Lebesgue measure zero [3]. 
3. LINEAR OPERATIONS ON STOCHASTIC PROCESSES OF SECOND ORDER 
A linear operation on {x(t, w), t E T} is a transformation which maps 
{x(t, w), t E T} into {y(s, w), s E S}, where y(s, w) E H(x) for all s E S, and S 
is an arbitrary index set. This definition generalizes in a natural way the one 
usually given for wide sense stationary processes and defines a linear operation 
in the stochastic mean sense. 
On the other hand, it follows by (2.1) and the measurability of x(t, w), 
that x(., W) EL,(~) a.s. Hence bounded linear operations on the realizations 
of the stochastic process x(t, w) can be considered, and they are of the form 
t(w) = Jr x(t, w)f *(t) h(t) a.s. (3.1) 
with f EL&). Clearly, by taking in (3.1) instead off EL&), f (s, t) with 
f (s, .) E L&L) for all s E S, we obtain linear operations resulting in 
{Y(S, w), s E 8. 
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Thus we have introduced two kinds of linear operations on {x(t, w), t E T]-: 
(1) in the stochastic mean sense, and (2) on the sample paths of the process. 
Linear operations of the second kind can be realized in a straightforward 
manner by means of the weighting of filter functionsf(t). On the other hand, 
linear operation of the first kind are very important for linear mean square 
estimation problems, where the estimate of a second order random variable 
(or stochastic process) based on {x(t, w), t E T} is its projection onto H(x). 
It is therefore important to study the relationship between the two classes of 
linear operations. It is shown in Theorem 6 that linear operations of the second 
kind form a subset of linear operations of the first kind. 
THEOREM 6. If t(w) is dejined by (3.1) U.S. with f E L&CL), then 
5 E H(x, smooth). 
The inclusion relationship between linear operations of the two kinds is 
proper as it is seen from the fact that the random variables x(t, W) cannot be 
obtained by a linear operation of the second kind (3.1) withfEL&). The 
question which naturally arises at this point is whether it is possible to approx- 
imate linear operations of the first kind by linear operations of the second 
kind. It is shown in Theorem 9 that the answer is yes for the subset of linear 
operations of the first kind that result in random variables in H(x, smooth); 
and hence, if x is smooth in the sense of Theorem 4.(l) the answer is unquali- 
fied yes. Two interesting properties leading to Theorem 9 are given in Theo- 
rems 7 and 8. 
From now on, we assume for simplicity that p is a finite measure, 
p(T) < +co. That finite measures TV satisfying (II) exist is shown by the 
construction of a particular finite measure in (II). (Note that, as it is clear 
from (3.3), it suffices to choose p so that p N Leb and 
In this case, X is defined by (3.2) for all B E&@(T) with ,u(B) < +03 and, 
because of ) rx ) (T x 7’) < $-co, it can be extended to g(T).) For every 
B E 9(T), define 
X(B, w) = j, x(t, w) dp(t) a.s. (3.2) 
By applying Theorem 6 to f(t) = IB(t), the indicator function of the set B, 
we have X(B, w) E H(x, smooth) for all B ES?(T). It is also clear from (3.2) 
that X is a random measure on (T, S?(T)), . i.e., a countably additive function 
defined on a(T) to H(x, smooth) C L,(Q, S, P). Its corresponding complex 
measure r, defined on SJ(T x T) by yr(B, x B,) = E[X(B,) X*(B,)], for 
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all B, , B, EB(T), clearly satisfies [dr,/d(p x p)] (t, S) = re(t, S) and is also 
of bounded variation since 
< 2 (j, .\/c& 4 440jz < 2/4q j r&, t) G(t) < +a-). 
T 
(3.3) 
Let H(X) be the subspace of L,(sZ, F, P) spanned by the random variables 
{X(B, w), B ESY(T)} and let cl,(r,) be th e set of all complex valued, g(T)- 
measurable functionsfon T such that JTxTf(t)f*(~) yX(dt, ds) is finite. Then 
upon considering two functions f and g in A,(Y,) as identical if and only if 
s TXT [f(t) - g(t)1 [f *w - g*Nl rxw 4 = 0, 
R,(Y,) becomes a Hilbert space with inner product 
(f, .!+n,(rx) = jrxrf(~k*(E) rxw 4 
and A,(Y,) = sp{l,(t), B ES?(T)} [4]. The Hilbert spaces H(X) and A,(r,) 
are isomorphic with corresponding elements X(B, w) and Is(t), B EL#( T), 
and integration of functions in fl,(r,) with respect to X is defined by 
GJ) = j,f (t) -WC wh 
where 5 and f are corresponding elements under the isomorphism. As is 
shown in [2, p. 1961, for every f E A,(r,), we have 
t(w) = jTf@) -q&w) = jTfW x(t, w) h(t) (3.4) 
in the stochastic mean. 
THEOREM 7. H(x, smooth) = H(X). 
It follows from Theorem 7 that every random variable 5 in H(x, smooth) 
has the representation (3.4) for some f E A,(rx); and hence so does x(t, CO) if 
it is smooth in the sense of Theorem 4.(l). 
It is shown in the proof of Theorem 7 that L,(p) is a subset of A,(Y,). It 
should be clear that A,(Y,) is a much bigger function space than L,(p). In 
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fact, fl,(r,) contains functions with properties similar to those of delta 
functions. This is seen as follows: Assume that x(t, W) satisfies any of the 
conditions in Theorem 4.(l) so that H(x) = N(x, smooth) (we may assume 
that x(t, W) is mean square continuous). Then, for all t E T, since 
x(t, W) E H(x) = H(x, smooth) = H(X), there existsf(t, .) E /Ia such that 
in the stochastic mean. It follows that for all t, s E T 
which is a delta function type property for f(t, u). The following theorem 
describes the properties of La(p) as a subset of /Ia( 
THEOREM 8. L2(p) is a dense subset of A,(r,). Specijcally, 
(9 if (fic(t)L . as a complete set in L&L), then the set {fk*(t)}TF1 is com- 
plete in rl,(rX); and 
(ii) if{&(t)}& are the eigenfunctions of rz(t, s) corresponding to nonzero 
eigenvalues, then the set {A~l’“+k*(t)}~CI is orthonormal and complete in A,(rx). 
The question raised after Theorem 6 can be answered now. 
THEOREM 9. Given any random variable f(w) in H(x, smooth) and any 
E > 0 there exists fC(t) EL&L) such that E[I 5 - E, j2] < e2, where 
f,(w) = 1, x(t, w)fE*(t) dAt) a.s. (3.5) 
Clearly, if x(t, W) is smooth in the sense of Theorem 4.(l), then every 
linear operation on x of the first kind can be approximated by a linear opera- 
tion on x of the second kind. The proof of Theorem 9 given in Section 4 makes 
use of Theorems 7 and 8, which are interesting in their own right. By using 
only Theorem 2, we can obtain another proof of Theorem 9 and also an 
explicit expression forf,(t) as follows. It 6 E H(x, smooth) and p(t) = E[x(t) I*] 
then, as in the proof of Theorem 2 p ELM and 
5(w) = -f <g, 3 P)L,(u) L(w) 
?L=l 
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in the stochastic mean. Hence, given any E > 0 there exists N(E) such that 
ELI 5 - 5, I”1 < c29 where 5, is given by (3.5) and 
N(E) 
a-e. [Leb] on T. 
It is reasonable to assume that values of realizations of x(t, W) at fixed t E T 
cannot be observed; this would require systems with zero inertia. Thus 
observations f(w) of x(t, W) obtained by means of linear systems with nonzero 
inertia are of the form 
a.s. If 5 has finite second moment, it is shown at the end of Section 4 (proof 
of a claim) that ..$ E H(x, smooth). As a consequence, among the observations 
or measurements of the realizations of the process x(t, W) by means of nonzero 
inertia linear systems, those that have finite second moments are in 
H(x, smooth). It follows that the linear mean square estimate of a second order 
random variable (or stochastic process) based on observations of the realiza- 
tions of x(t, w), is the projection of the random variable onto H(x, smooth). 
4. PROOFS 
PYOO~ of Theorem 1. For every fixed t E T denote by r(t, w) the projection 
of ~(4 w) onto ff(x, {fk>k , P), and set w(t, w) = x(t, W) - r(t, w). Since the 
set {&(~)}~=r is orthonormal and complete in H(x, {fk}k, p), we have 
rft, w) = f a,(t) L-k(W) 
k=l 
for every t E T, where the convergence is in L,(O, 9, P), and where for every 
k and t E T, 
ak(t) = E[y(t) tk*l = ‘%@) 6-k*] 
= j” ys(t, 4 g.dS) 444. 
T 
Thus (2.4) and (2.5) are shown. (2.6) follows from (2.4) and the definition of 
w(t, w), which implies that w(t, W) 1 H(x, {fk}k, p) for every t E T. The 
absolute convergence of the series CR uk(t) ale*(s) on T X T follows from 
T 1 ak(t)12 = E[I y(t)12] < +cc for all t E T. 
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(i) is shown as follows. If we denote by H’ the orthogonal complement of 
W, {fJkI P) in W ) . x , it su ces o s fi t h ow that H(w) = H’. By the definition 
of w(t, w) we have that w(t, w) E H’ for all t E T, and thus H(w) C H’. Hence 
it suffices to prove that H’ C H(w) or, equivalently, that [ E H’ and E 1 H(w) 
imply 6 = 0. Assume that 6 E H’ and 4 I H(w). It follows that 8 i & , 
k = 1, 2,..., and 5 j- w(t) for all t E T. Hence, by (2.4), 5 1 x(t) for all t E T 
and E J- H(x). Now [ E H’ C H(x) and [ 1 H(x) imply [ = 0. 
The simplest way of proving (ii) is by making use of Theorem 3. Note that 
Theorems 2 and 3 are proven without employing (ii) and hence they can be’ 
used to provide a proof of (ii). We first note that the measurability of r,(t, s) 
and rw(t, t) follows from (2.6) and the measurability of Ck ak(t) Q*(S) and 
& / ak(t)j2. It follows from (2.12) and the monotone convergence theorem 
that 
j, v,(t, t) &(t) = f hk + j, Yw(t9 t)440. 
k=l 
Also, by using Tonelli’s theorem, Parseval’s relationship and the monotone 
convergence theorem we have 
j, rz(t, 444) = E [ j, I 4t, ~11~ 4(t)] 
i !(X(‘> w), ek,(‘))L2(u) I2 
k=l 1 
(4.2) 
where {e,Jt)}& is any complete orthonormal set in L,(p), Y is the integral 
type operator on L&) with kernel rr(t, S) and Tr(r) is its trace. It follows 
from (4.1) and (4.2) that 
i’ r&, t) d/L(t) = 0 T 
and hence rw(t, t) = 0 a.e. [Leb] on T. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let p and CL’ be any measures on (T, a(T)) satisfying 
(11) and let ifdt)>L and lf~‘(t)L be any complete sets in L2(p) and L2{p’), 
respectively. We will show that H(x, {f& , ,u) = H(x, (fk’)k , 11’). If w and W’ 
is the stochastic process in (2.4) corresponding to p, (fk}k and p’, {fk’}h 
respectively, then, in view of (2.7), it suffices to show that H(W) = H(w’). 
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Assume that 5 E H(w). Then, by (2.7), [E H(x) and 5 1 H(x, (fk}k, p). It 
follows by E 1 H(x, {fk}k , CL) that, for all k, 
0 = -w%*l = 1, -w*(~)lM) 449. (4.3) 
The function f*(t) = E[&*(t)], t E T, belongs to La(p), since 
I f*(t>12 G ELI 6 I”1 Yz(C t) and T&? 4 ~u4 
by (2.1). Since by (4.3) f(t) is orthogonal to the complete set {fk(t)}zE1 in 
L2(p), it follows that f = 0 in L,(p), hence f(t) = 0 a.e. [CL] on T and, by 
p - Leb, f (t) = 0 a.e. [Leb] on T. It follows that 
q&*(t)] = 0 a.e. [Leb] on T. (4.4) 
Now (4.4) implies that for all k 
-q$‘rl;*1 = 1 qE~*(olfkm 444 = 0. (4.5) 
T 
Hence 6 1 H(x, (fk’}k, p’) and since 4 E H(x) it follows by (2.7) that 
5 E H(w’). Thus H(w) C H(w’). In th e same way it is shown that H(w’) C H(w) 
(these two statements are symmetric) and thus the theorem is proven. 
Proof of Theorem 3. It follows by (2.1) that 
rz(t, 4 EL,(T x T, g(T x T), P x P) = L,(P x IL) 
and thus the integral type operator r on L,(p) with kernel rz(t, s) is Hilbert- 
Schmidt. Let (+r(t)}~xl and (X,}zC1 be its corresponding eigenfunctions and 
nonzero, hence positive, eigenvalues. Let {#i(t)>~C1 be any complete set in the 
orthogonal complement of the subspace of L,(p) spanned by {~$~(t)}z=~ . Then 
Theorem 2 implies 
Wx, k4Jk u {$j>j , P) = ff(x, smooth), (4.6) 
i.e., the random variables {&(w)& U {Q(W)}& defined by (2.9) and by 
7dw) = s x(t, w) qbj*(t) c&(t) a.s. T 
are complete in H(x, smooth). But we have for all j that 
W rlj I”1 = <4i 9 #i’i)Lz(d = Co9 1Cli>LJd = O, 
since r#j = 0 for all j. Thus 7j = 0, j = 1, 2 ,..., in L,(Q, F, P) and (2.8) 
follows from (4.6). 
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It follows now from (2.8) that for every t E T 
in the stochastic mean, where w(t, UJ) is as in Theorem 1. Since by (2.9), 
it follows by (4.7) that for all t E T and k we have 
and thus, if we consider the versions of the eigenfunctions defined pointwise 
everywhere on T by (2.10), we obtain se(t) = &(t) for all t E T and K. Now 
(2.12) follows from (2.11). 
Proof of Theorem 4. (1) We first show that (1.1) implies (1.2). Let 
f E RKHS(r,) with f(t) = 0 a.e. [Leb] on T. Then f(t) = E[.$*(t)] for all 
t E T for some .$ E H(x). Since H(x) = H(x, smooth) = H(x, {fk}k, p) we 
have f(w) = zz=‘=, a&(w) in the stochastic mean, where for all k, 
ah- = q&k*] = j f(t) gl,(t) G(t) = 0. 
T 
Hence 6 = 0 in L,(Q, F, P) and f (t) = E&$x*(t)] = 0 for all t G T. 
We now show that (1.2) implies (1 .l). It suffices to show that f E H(x) 
and 6 J- H(x, smooth) imply 5 = 0. As in the proof of Theorem 2, 
6 1 H(x, smooth) implies f(t) = E[&*(t)] = 0 a.e. [Leb] on T. Since 
f 6 RKHS(r,), (1.2) implies that f(t) = E[&*(t)] = 0 for all t E T. Hence 
6 1 H(x) and since 6 E H(x), it follows that 6 = 0. 
The equivalence of (1 .l) with (1.3) and (1.4) follows from (2.6) and (2.12), 
respectively, and the fact that H(x) = H( x, smooth) if and only if w(t, W) = 0 
a.s. for all t E T, i.e., if and only if rw(t, s) = 0 for all t, s E T. 
(2) It is shown in Theorem l(ii) that rw(t, t) = 0 a.e. [Leb] on T. 
Let T,, = {t E T: rw(t, t) # O}. Then T,, EB( T) and Leb(T,,) = 0. 
We first show that (2.1) implies (2.2). Let f E RKHS(r,). Then 
f(t) = E[.$x*(t)] for all t E T and some 5 E H(x). Since H(x) = H(w), 
x(t, UJ) = w(t, w) a.s. for all t E T, and by (ii) of Theorem 1, we have 
f(t) = E[~w”(t)] = 0 for all t E T N TO 
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We now show that conversely, (2.2) implies (2.1). It suffices to show that 
.$ E H(x, smooth) implies [ = 0. Let [ E H(x, smooth) = H(x, {fk}k, p). 
Then t(w) = C,“=, a&(w) in the stochastic mean, where for all k, 
a, = -W5~*1 = j, -%~*(~>I gn(4 40 
But f(t) = E[&*(t)] E RKHS(r,) and by (2.2) f(t) = 0 a.e. [Leb] on T. 
Hence uk = 0 for all k, and 5 = 0. 
For the equivalence between (2.1) and (2.3) we first show that (2.1) implies 
(2.3). It follows by (2.1) that H(x, smooth) = {0}, hence x(t, w) = w(t, w) a.s. 
for all t E T, and r&t, t) = rw(t, t) f or all t E T. Now (2.3) follows by Theo- 
rem l(ii). 
Conversely, if rz(t, t) = 0 a.e. [Leb] on T, then rz(t, s) = 0 a.e. 
[Leb x Leb] on T x T, since / ~~(t, s)12 < rz(t, t) T%(s, s) for all t, s E T. 
Then r = 0 and 
ELI rllc I”1 = <cLs ,hhz(u) = 0 for all k. 
Hence Q = 0 for all k, 
f+, smooth) = Wx, if& ,PL) = KQ and H(x) = H(w). 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let y(t, w) be the projection of x(t, w) on 
H(x, smooth) for every t E T, as in the proof of Theorem 1. Then 
x(4 w) = Y(4 w) + w(t, w), Tz(4 s) = r&t, s) + Yw(t, 9) 
and by Theorem l(ii), r,(t, s) = ry(t, s) a.e. [Leb x Leb] on T x T. The 
integral 
v(w) = /TY(tP W)f *(t) d/J(t) (4.8) 
exists in the stochastic mean sense as an element in H(y) if and only if 
02 zzz 
ss 
r&t, S) f *(t) f (s) G(t) MS) < +a 
T T 
(4.9) 
[5, p. 331. But (4.9) is satisfied since MEL&) and since yv EL.& x CL), 
because rz(t, s) = r,(t, s) a.e. [Leb x Leb] on T x T and Y, EL&A x CL). 
Hence the integral q(w) exists and 7 E H(x, smooth) since the definition of 
y(t, U) implies H(y) C H( X, smooth) (in fact, it can be easily shown that 
H(y) = H(x, smooth)). It follows from (3.1), (4.9) and rz = rV a.e. on T x T 
that 
E[j 6 [“I = cr2. (4.10) 
409/41/3-6 
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By (4.8) and a property of the stochastic mean integral [5, p. 301 we have 
q 7 I”] = 2. (4.11) 
Also by a property of the stochastic mean integral, we get 
= j, 1 jrE[3C(t)Y*om~) 44q f(s) 4-44 (4.12) 
= 2 = &(*I. 
It follows from (4.10)-(4.12) that 
E[I t - 71 I”1 = ELI f I”1 - m%*1 - J%f*1 + E[I 7 17 = 0. 
Hence 
4 = 7) E H(x, smooth). 
Proof of Theorem 7. It follows from (3.2) and Theorem 6 that 
X(B, w) E H(x, smooth) for all B Ed. Hence H(X) C 29(x, smooth). We 
now show that N(x, smooth) C H(X). Since by Theorem 2, 
Wx, smooth) = f-f@, {fJk , 1.4 
it suffices to prove that rlk E H(X) for all k = 1,2,..., where the 71~‘s are 
defined by (2.2). It can be shown, as in the proof of Theorem 6, that the 
integral in (2.2) defined almost surely or in the stochastic mean gives the same 
random variable in L,(Q, 9, P). Note that if f ELM then f E A,(r,) since 
I fW1 I f *w I TX I (4 4 
<2 ss I f @)I If *($)I I Y&Y 41 44) 444 T T 
Hence, for all Ii, fk E rl,(r,) and by (3.4), 
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Proof of Theorem 8. (i) Let {fk(t)}~=r be any complete set in&(p). Then 
the random variables {~(w)}~=r defined by (2.2) are complete in 
N(x, smooth) = H(X). 
Also, it is shown in the proof of Theorem 7 that 
Thus, it follows from the isomorphism between H(X) and A,(Y,) that the set 
{fk*(t)}TX1 is complete in A2(yx). Since {X*(t)}Er is also complete in L,(p), 
L2(p) is dense in A2(rx). 
(ii) Since the random variables 
are shown in Theorem 3 to be complete in H(x, smooth), it follows as in (i) 
that the set {q&*(t)}~=r is complete in A,(r,). The set {&1’2~k*(t)}~1 is
orthonormal since 
Proof of Theorem 9. If 6 E H(x, smooth) = H(X), there exists f * E A2(rx) 
such that t(w) = jr f *(t) X(dt, co). Since L2(p) is dense in Il,(rr) by Theo- 
rem 8, given any E > 0 there exists fE* ELM such that 
Hence, if 
IIf* -fc* lln,(7x) < CT. 
4&J) = /,fc*(o -w4 w), 
we have E[I 5 - 5, I”] < l 2. It follows by (3.4) that &(w) is given by (3.5) 
with the integral defined in the stochastic mean, and this completes the proof 
because, as is shown in the proof of Theorem 6, the integral in (3.5) defined 
almost surely and in the stochastic mean gives the same random variable in 
L,(Q, 9, P). 
Proof of a Claim (made in last paragraph of Section 3). If 
5(w) = j-, ~(4 w) h(t) dt 
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as. has finite second moment, then 
E[I ( I”] = 1 1 rz(t, S) h(t) h*(s) dt do < $- cc. (4.13) 
T T 
Let p be any measure as in (II) of Section 2 and F(t) = [dp/dLeb] (t). Then 
F(t) # 0 a.e. [Leb] on T and by (4.13), f(t) = [h(t)/F(t)] E&-(T~). It now 
follows from f(w) = ST x(t, w)f(t) dp(t) a.s., the argument used in the proof 
of Theorem 6, and (3.3) that f(w) = Jrf(t) X(dt, w). Hence 
by Theorem 7. 
5 E H(X) = H(x, smooth), 
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